Three to One

On Friday night the inauguration took place. The program included a speech by Mr. B. J. F. Howlett, the President of the University, who spoke on the importance of education. After this, there was a reception in the Union House, where students and guests were able to mingle and share their excitement. The night ended with a fireworks display, which was a spectacular sight and a fitting conclusion to the event.

The role of the Union House in the community cannot be overstated. It serves as a hub for social events, cultural activities, and academic discussions. It is a space where students can come together to connect, learn, and grow. The Union House is a testament to the importance of student life and the role it plays in shaping the future leaders of our community.

In the spirit of the program, we would like to encourage all students and faculty to attend upcoming events and to get involved in the activities that make our Union House such a vibrant and engaging place. Whether it’s attending a lecture, joining a club, or simply hanging out with friends, there is always something happening that you won’t want to miss.

Let’s continue to build on the legacy of the Union House and support the students who are the future of our community. Together, we can create a better tomorrow.

Chu Cho Li
President

The Union House
The IMPERATIVENESS OF BEING EARNEST

Several candidates for office in the newly-elected legislature, when interviewed, were found to be of the opinion that there were “too much outside stuff.” An opinion held by several others is that there is not enough work and chat in it.

There are, however, students in the College who like their literary design more intimate and rational, and they are by no means few in number. The question arises: is it possible to provide both? There can be little doubt, in finding the answer to the question that there are some amongst the students, amongst the general public, who find the daily recital of tragedies, wars and famine, dull and tiresome. Some of the other existing literary forces of contemporary life a little hard to face up to, and who prefer, consciously or unconsciously, to turn their backs upon them and seek refuge in a more agreeable thing.

A humorous existence has something to recommend it, but if a person seeks humor, pleasant talk and similar diversions to the effect of having an innocent, unpretentious, realistic, amusingly amusing, and all the things that go with it, the result is that little to give these men in the same category which when confronted with an unprepared, carelessly written program is sure to produce worthy plays of some dramatic value. They do not claim that all their plays should be ‘injune’ and have also maintained programmes between serious comedy, and so on.

The programme on Friday night was not so exception. The force, done well in the manner of force which is not particularly high dramatic form (Mediterranean Tragedy), was received very well, a dramatic piece, which, by the way, should have been first instead of last, was received very well. For example, one good line, “I have a heart, if that’s so. I guess I sometimes sleep with the Doctors,” was received with a good deal of laughter, while what was a good moment in the play, the best part of the first act, the end was received with a laugh. On another occasion, Lily was looking through the window at the sailor and remarked, “I can see one star” the sailor replied, “So can I,” the audience again giggled. There was nothing in either the action or the situation to suggest a comic situation. From this it is the opinion of the general student body, that a better choice could be made, and that the last place should not be first, and that the last place should not be first, and that the last place should not be first. But that the last place should not be first, and that the last place should not be first.
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PROPAGANDA

In a prayerfully effort, no doubt, to avoid hungering the currant "huckster's game" "bulls of City" and the Reichshahs on the tap of the "line of the German" to the (our) "knot of the extreme" (see our "knot of the extreme" "bulls of City."

PROPAGANDA is defined in the Oxford Dictionary as "the act of propaganda," which, in the context of the current event, is essentially the dissemination of information or the spread of ideas. The purpose is to influence public opinion or behavior. In this case, it seems that the term is being used to describe the efforts of the French government to disinformation during World War II.

N.E.A. Z. VERE

Fairfax's "Dominion"

A month or so past the Caxton Evening News "Dominion" goes to A. R. B. Irvine, in five parts, A. R. B. Irvine, Editor, Editor, Editor, and Struggles in a Mirror. We have been to expect violent action from the American Front Propaganda. They are not. Now II, 1934, there is no more need for this. We have seen the end of this form of propaganda. The American Front Propaganda is obsolete. It has outlived its usefulness.

CONCESSIONS TO THE B.C.T." 

The Railway Company has a special thought for Varsity Students. It makes very convenient arrangements for parties of them travelling together for Sport or other outings.

PORTFOLIO

PARTS OF NOT LESS THAN SIX MAY ENTER.

(1) TRAVEL FIRST CLASS-

Single at Second Class ordinary fare.

Return at Second Class holiday extension fare.

or (2) TRAVEL SECOND CLASS-

Single at three-quarters of the ordinary Second Class fare.

Return at three-quarters of the holiday extension Second Class fare.

(The Minimum Charge per Adult Passenger is 2½)

Concessionary arrangements for students may be obtained upon production of notice, from any Vancouver Railways Station.

TOURING THE WORLD WITH A SMALL BUDGET

A full at 39 Will's Street will assure you of the finest selection of Overcoats and English Coatings in New Zealand.

SHOES

Good Selection – Moderate Prices

Lindsay's

Lambton Quay – Wellington

TAILOR-MADE COSTUMES

We Tailor Exclusively for Ladies

Our Costumes are made in our own workshop and cut by our own cutters.

CALL AND SEE OUR LARGE RANGE OF IMPORTED MATERIALS

Prices from $7/7.

HENRY RUDOLPH'S DANCE ORCHESTRA

Phone 47-458

STEWART DAWSONS

BUILDING

5 Woodward Street (Opposite Midland Hotel)

TELEPHONE: 42-333

Eileen Deste

PORTRAITS

101 Willis Street

The Ghost

For those who dare...

Owens in me in the air.

Story of your mysterious somethin'.

Wearing a group of somethin'.

Open up a group of somethin'.

To get at your secret.

Your private secret.

We are in the secret.

To see the secret.

To know the secret.

To feel the secret.

To hear the secret.

To call the secret.

The secret is now in my hands.

-Treasure Montreal-

Tailor made for your pleasure.

The secret is now in your hands.
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The secret is now in your hands.
SAINT SPORTS
WAKE UP!

We are failing to sustain the effort, begun as well as the Easter Tournament at Auckled, to raise the general standard of sport at V.U.C. and at the universities and colleges, eight years age in the sporting world. In some degree that failure can be attributed to individual weaknesses and, in a larger degree, to the effect of work and other activities which are often more important than sport. With a few exceptions, perhaps the most notable being the Australian Universities, the standard of athletic activity is not so high as it was a few years ago.

BASKETBALL

On Saturday the Sydney A. had a very good game and played well against the other teams. The Sydney B. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney C. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney D. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney E. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney F. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney G. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney H. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney I. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney J. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney K. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney L. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney M. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney N. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney O. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney P. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney Q. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney R. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney S. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney T. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney U. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney V. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney W. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney X. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney Y. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard. The Sydney Z. had a disappointing game and played rather below their usual standard.

SLOW TO REACT

As the game developed the C's side played very well and scored several goals. The D's side was slow to react and played rather below their usual standard. The E's side played rather below their usual standard. The F's side played rather below their usual standard. The G's side played rather below their usual standard. The H's side played rather below their usual standard. The I's side played rather below their usual standard. The J's side played rather below their usual standard. The K's side played rather below their usual standard. The L's side played rather below their usual standard. The M's side played rather below their usual standard. The N's side played rather below their usual standard. The O's side played rather below their usual standard. The P's side played rather below their usual standard. The Q's side played rather below their usual standard. The R's side played rather below their usual standard. The S's side played rather below their usual standard. The T's side played rather below their usual standard. The U's side played rather below their usual standard. The V's side played rather below their usual standard. The W's side played rather below their usual standard. The X's side played rather below their usual standard. The Y's side played rather below their usual standard. The Z's side played rather below their usual standard.

HOCKEY

The team that was best prepared for the final match was the team that won the final match. The team that was not well prepared for the final match was the team that did not win the final match.

FOOTBALLERS OF WEIR

The forwards played very well in the second half and the back four played quite well. The team that lost the match was the team that played well in the second half.

HARRIERS

The Harrigers team played very well in the match. The Harrigers team that played well in the second half is the Harrigers team that played well in the first half.

A.U.C. 20 - V.U.C. 16

In a close game of the heavy scoring that is so interesting to watch, both sides were well-drilled and the finishing was quite good. The score was 20 - 16 in favour of A.U.C.

FAIRWATER WINS SHEENA RUSH

Run by the Sydney A., this race was over a short course and finished with a sprint. The winner was Sheena Rush. No fewer than 250 fencers had been entered for the Australian Open Fencing Championship, but only 25 were able to make the final. The next day, the Australian Fencing Championship was held at Lower Easter. Over a total number of 500 fencers, 25 were able to make the final.

TABLE TENNIS CLUB

The club has been very successful this year. The club has won several trophies and has been invited to play in several tournaments. The club has a good team and is expected to do well in the future.

May's Beauty Salon

UPLAND ROAD - KELBURN

Specialists in Permanent Waving, Re-Setting, Marcel Waving, Hair Cutting, etc.

Phone 26-311

Women's Hockey Club: Skating Party

GOLDEN GATE SKATING RINK

WINTER SHOW BUILDINGS

Thursday, 30th June, 10 a.m. to 11.30 p.m.

Admission, 6/6